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1' (a) Describe current series feedback. How many methods are there to obtain negative feedback ?

(a) Draw circuit diagram ofHartley or.inu,ftxplain its working & derive the expression for its
frequency of oscillation.

(b) Draw circuit diagram of voltage shunt feedback in cE transistor amplifier. Explain its working &
derive equation for voltage gain

OR
(b) Draw circuit diagram of Collpits oscillator.Explain its working & derive the expression for its

frequency of oscillation.

2. (a) Explain the basic construction and characteristics of the JFET.
OR

(a) Discuss the characteristics of an ideal operational amplifier ?(b) What are the applications ofoperational amplifier ? Explain opamp as voltage follower.
OR

(b) What is inverting and non-inverting operatiqnal amplifier ? Draw basic symbol ofoperational
amplifierwithlabel.

3' (a) Draw the diagram ofThe Adder-Subtractor circuit.The inputs numbers are 0001 0010 and
101 1 I 11 l. What is the output when SUB is high ?

OR
What is Multiplexer ? Explain S-to-l multiplexer.
Do the following:(Any Two)
(, Do the 8 - bit subtraction in 2's complement representation : -43 & -7g .(ii) Subtract 010111 from 110001
(iii) Multiplythe binarynumber 110111 byl10001 .

(iv) Draw the block diagram of full-adder using half-adder .

Derive the equation ofElectrostatic deflection sensitivity of cRT.
OR

Explain Magnetostatic deflection of a spot with mathematical equation.
Discuss transistor shurt voltage regulator .
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OR
(a) Discuss transistor series voltage regulator .

QUrZ(1) Define 'SlewRate, foranopamp.
@ Defineanop-amp.
(3) Define' Inputoffsetvoltage,.
(4) Give the symbol of p-channel JFET.
(5) Addthebinarynumbers 1ll + 1ll + 1il.
(6) what is the difference between Demultiplexer and Decoder ?(7) convert the sign-magnitude number l1 l0 I I 10 into decimal equivalent.(8) What is Oscillator ?
(9) What are the types of negative feedback ?
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